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10 points out of 10 100%HWRD Skills Quiz

(OPTIONAL) What is your email? info@wpgrefs.com

What is gamesmanship (See
Gamesmanship in the Game
Management Resource Section)?

Correct

 a) Shaking hands/saulting the other team
at the end of the game.

 b) playing hard for a full three periods.

 c) dubious (underhanded) actions, that
are within the rules of the game, used by
game participants to gain an advatage but
do not fit the "spirit of the rules"

 d) a combination of A, B, and C

The referee has called a penalty and is
now going to the timekeeper's box. The
referee should (Procedures Resources,
Penalty Procedures)

Correct

 a) keep skating past the penalty box and
make the penalty signal quickly as you go
by.

 b) come to a stop in front of the
timekeeper's box, wait for the timekeeper to
look at you, and make the call.

 c) Come to a stop in front of the
timekeeper's box and make the call as
quickly as possible to get play started again.

 d) Do not make any signal. You already
did that when you called the penalty.

True or false? As the official who would
be breaking up a fight, your first task is
to ensure that all debris has been moved
so the players do not trip (Look in the
Procedures page of the HWRD Resource
Section and find "Altercation
Procedure")

Correct

 a) False. You should stop the fight before
it gets too far in.

 b) True.
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According to "Talking to Coach
Strategy" in the Game Management
Resources, which strategies are the
available to you when a coach is yelling?

Correct

 a) Penalize the coach

 b) Go talk to the coach

 c) Ignore the coach

 d) Ignore the coach, but penalize it if the
coach keeps yelling.

 e) talk to the captain

 f) all of the above

 g) A, C, or E.

 h) A, D, or E.

In the two official system, who does line
change procedure? ("Line Change" on
the Procedures Resource Page of
wpgrefs.com)

Correct

 a) the official dropping the puck

 b) the official not dropping the puck

 c) whoever is closer to the benches

 d) the more senior official

During a game, an official calls a Gross
Misconduct under Section 11 for
something that was said. Who should
write up the game report? (There is no
resource for this answer…but think
about who has the best description of
the event)

Correct

 a) If the three-offical system then the
referee

 b) if the three-official system then the
linesperson

 c) If the two-official system then the more
senior of the two officials

 d) for either system, the official who
assessed the penalty

 e) either b and c depending on the
system

Between periods (when there is a flood)
or after the game a linesperson escorts



or after the game a linesperson escorts
both teams to the dressing rooms (as
she should). What is the responsibility of
the linesperson? (There is no clear
answer to this one, but the best answer
is based on the following information in
the HCOP manual found on the HWRD
resource home page; "presence"
discussed on 4-6, "Reporting" discussed
on 5-9, and Verbal/Non-Verbal
Communication on page 4-11).

Correct

 a) watch for any infractions, mentally
record, and report to the referee

 b) physically intervene in any yelling or
pushing that occurs

 c) Verbally intervene as needed (calmly
and assertively) but maintain your physical
position between the two dressing rooms.

 d) Verbally intervene as needed (calmly
and assertively) by walking down to one of
the teams' dressing rooms.

 e) all of the above

 f) a & d only

 g) a & c only

 h) c or d, but it is not the linesperson's job
to report penalties in the hallway

During an altercation in the two-official
system, what does the official who
whistled the play down do? (HCOP 4-5)

Correct

 a) get in there and break it up.

 b) retreat to the penalty bench

 c) take up a position to see the players
involved, the other players, and the benches
(similar to a position taken by the referee in
the 3-official system) while also being close
enougth to talk the players out of the scrum.

 d) remove all the players that are not
"fighting" to their benches (goalies stay in
their creases) using your voice and physical
presence

A game report is required to be written
because a Match Penalty (or a game
misconduct, gross misconduct) was
called. How long does the reporting
official have to submit the report to HW?
(Hockey Winnipeg Rule Book;

Correct



(Hockey Winnipeg Rule Book;
Regulations for Game Official #12, p101)

 12 Hours

 24 Hours

 36 Hours

 48 Hours

While waiting for players to line up for a
faceoff, what is the official dropping the
puck doing? (HCOP 3-3)

Correct

 a) standing quietly near the face-off dot

 b) encouraging players to get lined up in
order to get the puck on the ice within 5
seconds of blowing his whistle

 c) standing quietly at the penalty bench

 d) talking to the back-up goaltender
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